OBJECTIVE
Prompt reflection on the ways values manifest spatially in the places we call home.

MATERIALS
Worksheet (11”x17”) // Sharpies or other bold markers in various colors // Just City Index

DURATION
30 minutes

GROUP SIZE
Up to 8 people

APPROACH
• 10 MINS | DIAGRAM
  Ask individuals to create a diagram of their hometown or the place they consider themselves “from.”
  >> Elements could include key buildings, streets, intersections, uses, landscape, etc.
  >> Annotations could include building condition, cleanliness, colors, types of people, etc.

• 10 MINS | IDENTIFY VALUES
  Ask individuals to reflect: Based on your diagramming, which three Just City values do you see as present and which three Just City values do you see as absent? Write the values in the spaces provided.

• 15 MINS | DISCUSS
  Ask each individual to present their diagram through a brief report-out, and discuss some of the areas of convergence and divergence as a group.
WHERE I’M FROM

>> Draw a diagram of the area where you grew up, including key markers (e.g., buildings, streets, use, parks, etc.)
>> Annotate with various observations (e.g., building condition, colors, types of people, safety, traffic levels, etc.)

JUST CITY VALUES **PRESENT** IN MY JOURNEY

JUST CITY VALUES **ABSENT** IN MY JOURNEY